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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION & SUMMARY 
 
HUNTER & Associates Ltd. has been retained by HPH (81 Shuter) Limited, HPH (85 Shuter) 
Limited and ZC Investments Ltd. (the “Owner”) to provide professional planning services and to 
prepare a Planning Rationale Report evaluating and in support of its proposed 32-storey 
residential redevelopment on the southeast corner of Shuter and Mutual Streets in downtown 
Toronto (the “Site”). The Site consists of three consolidated properties municipally known as 79 
to 85 Shuter Street. 
 
The Owner proposes to redevelop this under-utilized Site which is surrounded by a variety of 
low, mid and tall buildings and a diverse mix of urban uses. The Site is designated “Mixed Use 
Area” and is located in “Downtown Toronto”, the pre-eminent focus for growth and 
intensification in the City’s Official Plan and under Provincial planning policy. The Site is zoned 
Commercial Residential (CR) in both the in-force former City of Toronto Zoning By-law and 
new City of Toronto Zoning By-law 569-2013. 
 
The Owner is seeking a site-specific rezoning to allow a 32-storey (94 metre) residential building 
plus mechanical penthouse (100 metres) containing 17,007 square metres (m2) of gross floor area 
and 251 resident condominium units. Of those residential units, 35% are proposed as two or 
three-bedroom suites. Three levels of underground parking are proposed for residents and visitors 
with a total of 48 spaces. Vehicular access to the Site is proposed from a widened public lane 
(Harbour Light Lane), freeing up the balance of the public streets for townhomes with discrete 
pedestrian entries and a central lobby on the southeast corner of Shuter and Mutual Streets. While 
not on the City’s Heritage Registry, a substantial portion of the original older 3-storey mixed-use 
building on the northwest corner of the Site at Shuter and Mutual Street (79 Shuter Street) will be 
retained, integrated and adaptively re-used as part of the proposal as further explained in this 
report. 
 
This report provides our planning rationale and justification for the proposed residential 
redevelopment concluding that, in our opinion, the proposal and its implementing rezoning 
conforms to the Toronto Official Plan. It is consistent with the Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) 
and Growth Plan, and has regard to and advances matters of provincial interest under the 
Planning Act.  
 
In our opinion, the Owner and its professional planning and design team, have appropriately 
considered and evaluated a range of planning policies and interests in looking at the residential 
redevelopment of this Mixed Use, Downtown Toronto Site. The proposal, on balance, represents 
good planning and is in the public interest to approve.  
 
The basis for our planning opinion and conclusion is provided in this report, starting with a 
description of the Site and its immediate block and surrounding context, a review of the 
proposal’s features and relevant planning policies, zoning and urban design guidelines. It 
concludes with our planning evaluation of the proposal based, in part, on required technical 
reports and information provided by other professionals as noted in this report. 
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SECTION 2: THE SITE & DEVELOPMENT CONTEXT 
 
This section of our report describes the existing Site, and its immediate block and surrounding 
area development context. 
 

2.1 The Site 
 
The Site is located on the southeast corner of Shuter Street and Mutual Street just west of Jarvis 
Street in Downtown Toronto. It has an area of approximately 1,025m2 and consists of three 
properties, together essentially square in shape, with approximately 32 metres frontage on both 
Shuter and Mutual Street. The Site is relatively flat and has municipal addresses of 79 to 85 
Shuter Street.  
 
Based on our review of the Site and information provided by the Owner, the existing buildings 
and uses are as follows: 
 
 79 Shuter Street – is a 2½-storey brick building with a mixture of commercial and 

residential tenants on three levels including one residential apartment (ground), a law 
office (2nd floor) and custom tailor men’s wear (3rd floor); 
 

 81-83 Shuter is a 2-storey brick building operated as a City-licensed rooming house (30 
rooms) with shared kitchens and bathrooms (not self-contained units); and, 

 
 85 Shuter is a 3-storey brick residential/commercial building. The ground floor currently 

has three separate rooms (rent paid separately to landlord with individual locks) sharing a 
common kitchen and bathroom (either three dwelling rooms or one rental apartment with 
three bedrooms). The 2nd floor is vacant. The 3rd floor is leased to four individuals sharing 
a common kitchen and bathroom. The basement is being used as a dance/rehearsal studio. 

 
These older, low-rise buildings face and address Shuter Street with an asphalt parking area and 
four trees to the rear off Mutual Street. A public lane measuring 5.25 metres (Harbour Light 
Lane) abuts the Site on the east. None of the properties are identified on the City’s Heritage 
Register. 
 
The Site is legally described as Lots 14-17, Section A East Side of Mutual Street, Registered Plan 
10-A in the City of Toronto. 
 
These existing Site features are illustrated in Figure 1 (Property Data Map), Figure 2 (Survey) 
and Figure 3 (Site Context). 
 

2.2 The Blocks 
 
The Site is located on the northwest corner of a full city block bounded by Shuter Street (north), 
Mutual Street (west), Queen Street (south) and Jarvis Street (east). Immediately adjacent uses and 
buildings to the Site include: 
 



Figure 1 - Property Data Map
Source: City of Toronto Property Data Maps, 51H-11 

Subject Site (79-85 Shuter St)

View northeast on Queen St E
View east on Mutual St (TCHC)

View southwest on Shuter St

View east on Mutual St



Figure 2 - Survey
Source: Land Survey Group, August 2015

Subject Site (79-85 Shuter St)



Figure 3 - Site Context
Source: Google Maps & Streetview

Subject Site (79-85 Shuter St)
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Along Mutual Street to the south 
 
 A newer 5-storey (partial 6th), brick and concrete block, mixed-use building consisting of 

commercial and residential uses (45 Mutual Street) with a blank north wall (party-wall) 
facing the Site; 
 

 A row of four older, 2½-storey, residential properties (37-43 Mutual Street), each 
property separately owned and relatively narrow in width (approximately 5 metres); and, 

 
 A long, rectangular 11-storey rental apartment building (25 Mutual Street) owned and 

operated by the Toronto Community Housing Corporation (TCHC) occupies the rest of 
the block south to a public lane (Bigley Lane) north of Queen Street. 

 
Along Jarvis Street to the east and southeast 
 
 A relatively recently constructed low-rise community church and 7-storey 

residence/transitional housing (Harbour Light Centre) owned and operated by the 
Salvation Army occupies over half the block along Jarvis Street (140-160 Jarvis); and, 
 

 A low-rise (2-3 storey) commercial building and surface parking (Discount Car & Truck 
Rental) south of Harbour Light Centre to Bigley Lane north of Queen Street. 

 
Queen Street East between Jarvis and Mutual Streets consists of predominantly low-rise (2-4 
storey), mixed-use commercial buildings, most separately owned, in a traditional fine-grain “main 
street” form with multiple entrances and a couple of historic properties, notably the Richard 
Bigley building in the middle of the block (98 Queen Street East) and 3 Mutual Street. 
 
A public lane network exists in the block. Harbour Light Lane, running in a north-south direction 
and measuring 5.25 metres, divides the block and provides public access from Shuter Street south 
to Bigley Lane. Bigley Lane runs west from Jarvis to Mutual Streets behind the properties on the 
north side of Queen Street. As part of this development application, the Owner proposes to 
dedicate 0.72 metres along the eastern boundary of the Site in order to widen the Harbour Light 
Lane to 6 metres. 
 
Figure 4 (Block Plan) illustrates these existing uses, buildings and features of the immediate 
block adjacent to the Site.  
 

2.3 The Surrounding Context 
 
The Site and immediate block lies in the midst of a diverse and rapidly redeveloping Downtown 
area that has been witnessing a significant pick-up in the pace of residential and mixed-use 
revitalization, particularly over the past decade. This is clearly evident from what is happening in 
the broader area that surrounds the Site and block. 
 
Generally, this east-side Downtown community is referred to as “The Garden District” with 
signage now placed along the City streets. To the south of Queen Street and west of Jarvis Street 
is the “St. Lawrence Neighbourhood” and east of Jarvis Street is “The King-Parliament” area. 
 



Figure 4 - Block Plan
Source: Toronto GIS

Subject Site (79-85 Shuter St)

Toronto Community Housing 
Corporation (11-storey)

25 Mutual St

The Governing Council of the 
Salvation Army (7-storey)

140-160 Jarvis St

5-storey Mixed-Use Building
45 Mutual St

Discount Car & Truck Rental and 
Parking Lot (2-3 storey)

128-136 Jarvis St

North of Queen
90-112 Queen St E
118-124 Jarvis St

3 Mutual St

21/2-storey Residential Properties
37-43 Mutual St

Listed Heritage 
Properties
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Figure 3 provides an aerial photo which illustrates the Site’s surrounding context and the many 
predominantly tall residential and mixed-use buildings recently approved, under-construction and 
proposed generally between Church Street (west), Dundas Street (north), Moss Park (east) and 
Richmond Street (south). 
 
We have worked extensively in the planning of Downtown Toronto and on many redevelopments 
involving tall residential, commercial office and mixed-use buildings. Through this experience, 
we know the existing and planned context well.  
 
Locally, we obtained planning approvals for a 12-14 storey residential condominium building 
(Oxygen on George) on the northwest corner of Shuter and George Street, just east of Jarvis 
Street and north of the Moss Park Armoury and Moss Park. This residential condominium is just 
finishing construction and being occupied by new residents.  
 
When that project’s planning began around 2009, there had been four larger redevelopments 
considered and approved along Shuter Street between Church Street and Jarvis Street.  Until then, 
much of the surrounding urban fabric consisted of low-rise residential area generally between 
George and Sherbourne Street, mixed with existing low-rise (2-4 storey), mid-rise (up to 12 
storey) and taller buildings in the range of 14 to 20 storeys along the major streets.  
 
The 28-storey residential rental building by Concert Properties (“Jazz”) was one of the taller new 
residential buildings approved and built over a decade ago on the southeast corner of Shuter and 
Church Streets (167 Church Street). Jazz is located across the street from the Metropolitan United 
Church, which occupies a full block on the west side of Church Street between Queen and Shuter 
Street. A 36-storey residential building has been approved just north of the church along Shuter 
Street but has not been built.  
 
The large commercial surface parking lot presently occupying the entire block immediately west 
of the Site bounded by Mutual Street (east), Shuter Street (north), Dalhousie Street (west) and 
Queen Street (south) was approved and zoned just over 10 years ago (2004/5) for a major, mixed-
use redevelopment with commercial and residential uses including three 28-storey residential 
towers, 5 to 8 storey mid-rise buildings and commercial uses at grade along the streets and 
approximately 1,165 units. This property (88 Queen Street East/30-50 Mutual Street) has been 
recently purchased and is being marketed as “88 Queen” with a mix of condominiums, shops, 
cafes, restaurant a hotel and other amenities. Notably, the City recently held a community 
consultation meeting (June 22nd) with respect to a revised proposal by the new owner. A new 
mixed-use development is proposed with four towers ranging from 29 to 57 storeys, 1,604 
residential condominium units, a public park (980m2) on Dalhousie Street and a private publicly 
accessible open space (“POPs”) on Mutual Street with pedestrian walkways through the block 
and underground parking. We understand that the first tower (88 North) is proceeding through 
City approval (Site Plan and Committee of Adjustment) and initial marketing has commenced for 
the building on the southwest corner of Shuter and Mutual Street adjacent to the Site. The balance 
of the site’s mixed-use redevelopment will be subject to a further and future rezoning process. 
 
The Salvation Army’s Harbour Light Centre was completed in March 2009 on the corner of 
Jarvis and Shuter Street as previously noted next to the Site. Designed by Diamond Schmitt 
Architects, the seven story, 8,500 square metres (91,500 square foot) building houses a 
community church, transitional housing, a residential addictions recovery program, and 
community and family services. The building won a 2011 Toronto Urban Design Award and 
OAA Design Excellence Award. 
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There has also been an increase in taller residential and mixed-use buildings in the range of 24 to 
50 storeys approved and proposed along the major streets in the surrounding area including 
Shuter Street, Jarvis Street, Dundas Street and Church Street. These are shown in Appendix A and 
include: 
 
Approved 
 
 42-storey residential building (“Pace”) on the southwest corner of Jarvis/Dundas Streets 

(155-163 Dundas Street East) now constructed 
 50-storey residential building (“Dundas Square Gardens”) on the northeast corner of 

Jarvis/Dundas Streets (200 Dundas Street East) starting construction (former hotel) 
 47-storey building (Centrecourt) on the southeast corner of Jarvis/Dundas Streets (175-

191 Dundas Street East/235 Jarvis) – not built 
 45-storey residential building (north of current 16-storey Grand Hotel site) 
 30-storey Ryerson student residence on west side of Jarvis Street mid-way between 

Shuter and Dundas Streets (under-construction) 
 20-storey hotel on the northeast corner of Jarvis/Shuter Street (not built) across the public 

lane from the newly constructed 12-14 storey Oxygen on George residential condo 
 24-storey residential building (“Core” Centrecourt) on the northeast corner of 

Shuter/Dalhousie Streets (64-70 Shuter) 
 
Proposed 
 
 38-storey residential building (Tribute) on the east side of Mutual Street, south of Dundas 

Street (75-83 Mutual)(we are also the planners on this project/appealed to OMB) 
 32-storey residential building (The Sher Corporation and Dream) on the east side of 

Mutual Street, north of Shuter Street (59-71 Mutual Street) 
 42-storey residential building (Menkes) on the northeast corner of Church/Shuter Streets 

(60 Shuter) 
 46-storey, residential building (Pemberton) on the southeast corner of Dundas/Church 

Streets (215-229 Church/101-117 Dundas) 
 
The Site and surrounding area benefit from easy and convenient access to major downtown 
shopping facilities, the financial district (south of Queen Street and just east of Yonge Street), 
entertainment, hospitals (St. Michaels), and universities and colleges (Ryerson, Toronto and 
George Brown). It is conveniently located within a short walk of the Yonge street subway (west) 
with frequent streetcar service on both Dundas and Queen Street to the north and south 
respectively. Moss Park, a large community park and recreation facility, is located just east of 
Jarvis Street between Shuter and Queen Streets and we understand is now undergoing a planning 
and design review. 
 
The convenient access and location of the Site and area has been acknowledged and recognized in 
the approval of recent nearby developments, making it a desirable place for pedestrians and other 
active ways of getting around. These attributes assist in making a strong case for reduced car use 
and parking demand which has been acknowledged by LEA Consulting as discussed further in 
this report. 
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SECTION 3: THE PROPOSAL 
 
The following section highlights key features of the proposal with further consideration and 
details provided later in this report, as necessary, in the planning evaluation section. 
 
The proposed 32-storey residential building has a total of 251 condominium units including 163 
one-bedroom suites (65%), 62 two-bedroom suites (25%) and 26 three-bedroom suites (10%). 
The two and three-bedroom suites together represent approximately 35% that could be considered 
more suitable for households with children as sought (but not required) by the City in Downtown. 
The suite count and mix is subject to change based on detailed design development as the 
application and proposal progresses through City review, consultation and further evaluation of 
market conditions. 
 
A fully enclosed and architecturally integrated mechanical penthouse sits atop the 32nd floor of 
the building. The main building height is approximately 94 metres rising to 100 metres including 
the mechanical penthouse. The residential gross floor area proposed is approximately 17,007 m2.  
 
The base of the building integrates approximately 5 metres of the depth of the existing 2 ½ storey 
building on the corner of Shuter and Mutual Streets (79 Shuter) including the exterior main walls 
and mansard roof. The building’s interior floor structure will be demolished and adapted as the 
main residential building lobby for pedestrians (double-height). The rear lower two-storey part of 
the existing structure will be used for resident bike parking and storage lockers accessed from 
both an exterior existing side entrance, and the central elevator core (with three elevators). The 3rd 
floor within the preserved building will contain an indoor pet amenity space (115m2) and outdoor 
pet amenity terrace (36 m2) above the residential lobby.  
 
Two level townhomes with discreet entries within the building base (podium) face both Shuter 
and Mutual. The base (podium) building on Shuter is setback approximately 1.4 metres from the 
property line, to align with the front wall of the retained part of the corner building on Shuter.  
The top of the 3rd floor podium on Shuter is approximately 1 metre lower (approximately 9.5 
metres high) than the retained corner building area. The front wall of the podium at grade on 
Mutual Street is also set back from the streetline. This creates and maintains a low-rise residential 
scale along Shuter Street (approximately 9.5 metres high), and preserves vistas of the retained 
building. 
 
The low-rise base building then transitions via a 5 metre stepback to a mid-rise scale on floors 4 
to 6 with residential units (8 per floor) and additional indoor amenity on the 5th and 6th floors (276 
metres). Balconies continue to be limited to the Mutual Street and public lane (west and east 
facing) and inset. These residential floors are setback approximately 6.5 metres from Shuter 
Street and 7 metres along most of Mutual Street above the low-rise base/retained building roof at 
79 Shuter. The building steps up in height along Mutual and Shuter Streets to approximately 18.2 
metres (6th floor). This part of the building fits with the scale and blank party-wall condition of 
the 5-6 storey building to the south (45 Mutual). 
 
The 7th floor begins to make a further transition to the typical tower floor above, cantilevering 
forward 2 metres to achieve a 4.5 metres setback from Shuter Street (6.5 metres below) and 6 
metres setback from Mutual Street (7 metres below).  The east face of the residential building is 
setback approximately 1.5 metres from a future widened 6 metre public lane (2.28 metres to 
existing property line). Additional indoor amenity (138 m2) and an outdoor amenity on Mutual 
Street (79 m2) are provided on the 7th floor.  
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The building (2nd to 7th floors) has a total of 502 square metres indoor and 115 square metres 
outdoor amenity space for a variety of social and active resident needs, including an indoor pet 
play area (“dog gym”) and outdoor pet area. 
 
The 8th to 10th floors are rectangular in shape and contain 9 residential units each and continue to 
be setback 4.5 metres from Shuter Street and 6 metres on Mutual Street on these three levels. 
There are limited projecting balconies on each of building faces to the west, north and east and no 
windows or balconies facing south (blank wall condition). This mid-rise building height responds 
to the 30 metre as-of-right zoning on the adjacent 45 Mutual Street property, and the height and 
scale of the 11-storey TCHC building to the south (25 Mutual) and other older mid-rise buildings 
nearby. 
 
The residential tower floor is then consistent in size (526 m2) from the 11th to 32nd storey, each 
with 8 suites. The tower is setback 4.5 metres from Shuter Street, 6 metres from Mutual Street, 
5.5 metres from the south property line and the 1.5 metres from the future boundary of the public 
lane. Again, there are limited balcony projections on each face of the tower. 
 
Vehicular access is provided on the southeast corner of the Site from the public lane (Harbour 
Light Lane) off Shuter Street adjacent to the Salvation Army’s Harbour Light Centre. As stated 
above, the Owner will be conveying an approximate 0.72 metre lane widening to the City from its 
Site in order to create a standard 6 metre lane access. 
 
The ramp to the underground garage is located at the south end of the building. A Type G loading 
space for residential waste handling and deliveries is provided just north of the underground ramp 
off the public lane. There are a total of 48 parking spaces; 37 for residents and 10 for visitors in 
the three level underground garage. There is also one (1) carshare space being provided at grade 
with public access on the east side of the building. 
 
The building has a total of 252 bike parking spaces including 226 for residents and 26 for visitors 
on the 2nd floor as well as in the underground parking garage. Resident parking is in secured 
rooms, with visitor bike parking (short-term) in a publicly accessible room. 
 
A complete set of site and architectural plans by ArchitectsAlliance is included with the Rezoning 
submission and illustrate these building design features in more detail. This package also includes 
three-dimensional massing and perspective renderings of the design proposal. 
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SECTION 4: THE EXISTING PLANNING FRAMEWORK 
 
This section of our report summarizes and highlights relevant Provincial planning policies, the 
Toronto Official Plan, Zoning By-laws and Urban Design Guidelines. 
 

4.1 Provincial Policy Statement (2014) 
 
The Provincial Policy Statement 2014 (PPS) provides direction on matters of provincial interest 
in land use planning and development. The PPS sets the policy foundation for regulating the 
development and use of land in Ontario. The key objectives include: building strong, healthy 
communities; the wise use and management of natural features and resources; and, protecting 
public health and safety. 
  
In our opinion, the proposed development is consistent with the PPS including:  
 

• Promoting healthy, safe and livable communities;  
• Promoting a range of residential housing opportunities and densities in established 

communities; 
• Accommodating residential growth through intensification of lands which are already 

designated and available for residential development;  
• Encouraging new housing opportunities in locations well-served by public services and 

supporting and facilitating active transportation including transit, biking and walking;  
• Promoting compact development and strengthening the vitality of main streets and 

business areas in established communities; and, 
• Conservation of heritage resources.  

 
As further elaborated on in this report, the proposal has also had regard to and advances relevant 
matters of provincial interest under the Planning Act including (Part 1.(2)): conservation of 
significant architectural, cultural, historical or archaeological interest; adequate and efficient 
provision of services and waste management; the orderly development of safe and healthy 
communities; accessibility for persons with disabilities; adequate provision of education, 
recreation and community services; adequate provision of a full range of housing; protection of 
public health and safety, the appropriate location of growth and development; and the promotion 
of sustainable development that supports public transit and is pedestrian-oriented. 
 

4.2 Provincial Growth Plan (2013) 
 
The Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (GGH) (2006, consolidated 2013) provides a 
framework for managing growth in the GGH region including directions for where and how to 
grow while providing proper infrastructure to support such growth. It compliments and supports 
the PPS providing a more specific growth plan and management strategy specific to the GGH. 
Municipal Official Plans and all planning decisions must be consistent with the PPS and conform 
to, or not conflict with, the Growth Plan.  
 
Downtown Toronto is the pre-eminent urban growth centre in the GGH (see Figure 5). The Site 
is approximately 500 metres from the Dundas station of the Yonge-University subway line, a 
Major Transit Facility, as defined by the Growth Plan. The subject site is also close to Ryerson 



Figure 5 - Growth Plan for GGH: Urban Growth Centres
Source: Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe, 2006: Office Consolidation, June 2013 

Subject Site (79-85 Shuter St)
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University and George Brown College which should promote active transportation for those who 
are attending or working at the campus.  
 
In our opinion, the proposed redevelopment of the site is consistent with the PPS and conforms to 
the Growth Plan for the GGH. It supports the over-arching Provincial planning objectives and 
principles that clearly support and facilitate appropriate intensification of under-utilized property 
in designated growth areas that makes efficient use of existing and planned public infrastructure 
and helps foster and support the creation of complete communities.  
 
The key planning tool for implementing Provincial planning interests and policies are municipal 
Official Plans. In our opinion, the proposal conforms to the general objectives and policies of the 
City of Toronto Official Plan as highlighted and evaluated further in this report.  
 

4.3 City of Toronto Official Plan 
 
The City of Toronto Official Plan broadly guides land use and development planning throughout 
the city. Sound planning in Toronto is premised on steering growth and change to parts of the city 
while protecting neighbourhoods and green spaces from development pressures. Integrating land 
use and transportation policy is important to achieving the overall growth strategy and a more 
liveable city. There are generally no height or density limits set in the Official Plan.  
 
This section of the report highlights the Site’s context within the overall City structure 
(“Downtown” (Figure 6)), its land use designation (“Mixed Use Area” (Figure 7)) and other 
relevant policy considerations. Our planning evaluation later in this report elaborates on these 
relevant policies. 
 

4.3.1 Downtown (Chapter 2) 
 
The Site is located in the “Downtown” area of the City of Toronto Official Plan just south of 
Dundas Street and west of Jarvis Street (see Figure 8). Both are considered “Major Streets” in the 
Official Plan (see Figure 9). 
 
The Site is well situated in relation to Toronto’s Higher Order Transit Corridors (see Figure 10). 
It is located within convenient walking distance (approximately 500 metres) of the Yonge-
University subway line (Queen and Dundas stations) that loops through Downtown Toronto in a 
“U” shaped system with Union Station at Front Street. Union Station is the public transit “hub” 
for the subway and inter-regional commuter (GO Transit) and VIA (national rail) systems. In 
Downtown Toronto, non-auto forms of transportation including public transit, bicycling and 
walking are emphasized and supported.  
 
Chapter 2 of the Official Plan, Shaping the City, establishes Toronto’s general growth strategy, its 
“big picture” or “vision”. Downtown is considered the “heart” of the City and a cornerstone of 
Toronto’s growth management strategy. Downtown Toronto is the pre-eminent urban growth 
centre in the Greater Golden Horseshoe (GGH) as previously noted. 
 
Section 2.2 generally addresses how growth should be structured and approached. The Plan aims 
to steer growth to properties with redevelopment potential and which are well-served by transit 
and the existing road network. Downtown is generally best able to accommodate growth and the 



Figure 6 - Official Plan: Urban Structure
Source: City of Toronto, Official Plan, Map 2

Subject Site (79-85 Shuter St)



Figure 7 - Official Plan: Land Use Plan
Source: City of Toronto, Official Plan, Map 18
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Figure 8 - Official Plan: Downtown and Central Waterfront Boundaries
Source: City of Toronto, Official Plan, Map 6

Subject Site (79-85 Shuter St)



Figure 9 - Official Plan: Right-of-Way Width Associated with Existing Major Streets
Source: City of Toronto, Official Plan, Map 3

Subject Site (79-85 Shuter St)



Figure 10 - Official Plan: Higher Order Transit Corridors
Source: City of Toronto, Official Plan, Map 4

TTC Streetcar

Subject Site (79-85 Shuter St)
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mix and concentration of activities and uses that makes for a liveable, vibrant, safe, attractive, 
successful and happening place. This section of the Official Plan broadly sets out planning 
policies and reasons for supporting Downtown growth and living. Living downtown is a key to 
Toronto’s success.  
 
The Site is not adjacent to any low rise, stable residential Neighbourhoods in Downtown. The 
closest are generally east of George Street (approximately 150 metres) to Pembroke Street north 
of Moss Park and along Shuter Street.  
 
Section 2.4 broadly addresses the integration of land use and transportation, requiring, among 
other matters, transportation studies with new development proposals and in growth areas like 
Downtown which strive to reduce auto dependency and minimize parking, while supporting the 
use of transit, walking and biking. 

 

4.3.2 Mixed Use Areas (Chapter 4) 
 
The Site’s land use designation in the Official Plan is “Mixed Use Area” (see Figure 7).  
 
Mixed Use Areas, particularly in the Downtown, are a focus for growth and intensification in 
either single or mixed-use buildings. There are no specific height or density limits in the Official 
Plan for Mixed Use Areas and in the Downtown. Instead, the appropriateness of specific land 
uses and development is guided and evaluated by a range of Official Plan policies with a strong 
emphasis on transportation, urban design and built form. There are also specific criteria set out 
for evaluating new development proposals in Mixed Use Areas in Section 4.5 of the Official Plan. 
Our opinion with respect to the proposal’s conformity with these development criteria is provided 
later in this report. 
 

4.3.3 Building a Successful City (Chapter 3) 
 
Chapter 3 of the Official Plan sets out policies that all applications for development will be 
evaluated against to ensure that the decisions and choices made improve our quality of life by 
making Toronto a more beautiful place, creating healthy and vibrant communities and fostering 
prosperity. This section acknowledges that good planning and development choices need to 
“balance” needs and priorities and make “trade-offs” between benefits and impacts.  
 
In relation to this proposal, in our opinion, the most relevant policies in Chapter 3 are those 
related to Built Form (3.1) including policies related to the public realm, built form (generally and 
for tall buildings), and heritage resources. Policies related to The Human Environment (3.2) 
including housing (rental housing) are also relevant. We have considered these general and 
strategic policies in assessing the appropriateness and conformity of the proposed redevelopment. 
 

4.3.4 Secondary Plan & Site and Area Specific Policy (Chapters 6 & 7) 
 
The Site is not subject to any additional Secondary Plan or Site and Area Specific Policies 
(SASPs) providing more specific land use and development guidance in the Toronto Official Plan 
(see Figure 11). 

 



Figure 11 - Site and Area Specific Policy Map
Source: City of Toronto Official Plan, Chapter 7

Subject Site (79-85 Shuter St)
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The Site is located to the west of the “Garden District Area Specific Policy area (SASP #461) that 
applies to a broad area generally bounded by Queen Street East (south), Jarvis Street (west), 
Sherbourne Street (east) and Carlton Street (north). This SASP was adopted by City Council 
through Official Plan Amendment (OPA) No. 82 at its meeting on March 31 and April 1-2, 2015. 
While the Site is not located in the Garden District SASP 461 and the SASP does not apply to it, 
we have considered it in reviewing and evaluating this proposal. 
 
The Preamble to SASP 461 states that “the Garden District is a unique area within Downtown 
Toronto, housing and supporting some of the City’s most vulnerable populations and containing 
a rich heritage built form and iconic parks, particularly Allan Gardens. Future growth and 
investment in this area will need to be sensitive to this character ensuring that new development 
further strengthens the Garden District as a distinct, vibrant mixed use community in the 
Downtown”. 

 
Through area study, a number of “Character Areas” were identified. The site is located south and 
west of the “Hazelburn Character Area” along Jarvis Street. The SASP notes the corner of Jarvis 
and Dundas Streets is an important gateway to the Downtown East and framing this corner with 
tall buildings is appropriate. Among other objectives and policies, shadow sensitivity on Allan 
Gardens and Moss Park is important, as are potential adverse impacts on helicopter flight paths 
for Sick Children and St. Michael’s Hospital 
 
SASP 461 indicates (3.2) that new tall buildings are only permitted in the identified Character 
Areas (see Figure 12) and in specific block locations. New tall buildings are not permitted 
outside of the identified Character Areas. It is important to note that the Salvation Army Harbour 
Light property is located within SASP 461, but it is not located within an identified Character 
Area. As such, the SAPS would not allow a tall building on the adjacent Salvation Army site. 

 
The Site is located south and west of the “Hazelburn Character Area” along Jarvis Street. The 
SASP notes the corner of Jarvis and Dundas Streets is an important gateway to the Downtown 
East and framing this corner with tall buildings is appropriate. Among other objectives and 
policies, shadow sensitivity on Allan Gardens and Moss Park is important, as are potential 
adverse impacts on helicopter flight paths for Sick Children and St. Michael’s Hospitals. 

 

4.4 City of Toronto Zoning By-law 
 

There are both general and site-specific zoning regulations to consider with respect to the 
proposed residential redevelopment. 

 

4.4.1 Former City of Toronto By-law 438-86 
 

The Site is zoned “CR T4.0 C0.5 R4.0”, a Mixed Use zoning district, by former City of Toronto 
comprehensive Zoning By-law 438-86, as amended (see Figure 13). This is the same general 
zoning that applies along the east side of Mutual Street south of Dundas Street East and north of 
Queen Street East. 

 
The CR zone generally allows a wide range of residential and non-residential uses in either single 
or mixed-use buildings. The maximum total gross floor area (density) permitted is shown by the 
“T”; in this case, 4 times the area of the lot (FSI = 4.0). The maximum amount of non-residential 



Figure 12 - Garden District Area Specific Policy Character Area
Source: City of Toronto By-law No. 388-2015
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Figure 13 - Height & Zoning
Source: City of Toronto Zoning By-law 438-86

Zoning
CR T4.0 C0.5 R4.0

Height
30 metres
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gross floor area is 0.5 times the lot area (FSI=0.5) and maximum residential gross floor area is 4 
times the lot area (FSI=4.0). The CR zoning is the same along the west side of Jarvis Street, 
except that the permitted non-residential density is 2 times the lot area along Jarvis Street. 

 
The general height limit for the Site and along the east side of Mutual Street is 30 metres. This 
would generally allow a residential building of approximately 10 storeys (assuming 3 metres 
height per storey), plus a 5 metre mechanical penthouse for a total height of approximately 35 
metres. 

 
Relevant exceptions applying to the Site permits parking facilities on the lot and restricts the 
supply of spaces to 125% of the requirements of the By-law. Commercial parking garages and 
private commercial garages are prohibited. The non-residential gross floor area for office use is 
restricted to a maximum 0.5 times the lot area 

 

4.4.2 New City-wide Zoning By-law 569-2013 
 

The Site is zoned CR 4.0 (c0.5; r4.0) in the City’s approved (May 2013) Zoning By-law 569-
2013 (see Figure 14). The City’s new Zoning By-law was intended to be a “harmonization” 
exercise across all of Toronto (and its former municipalities and boroughs prior to amalgamation) 
rather than a “reconsideration” of what might be appropriate new zoning for any particular 
property or area. 

 
The CR zoning generally allows the same uses, building density and height as the former City of 
Toronto By-law 438-86. 

 
By-law 569-2013 is under appeal to the Ontario Municipal Board and it is in full force and effect. 

 
The Site is also subject to site-specific provision “SS1 (x2249)” allowing parking facilities on the 
lot and restricts the supply of spaces to 125% of the requirements of By-law 438-86. 

 

4.4.3 Zoning Amendment 
 

The Owner’s proposed residential redevelopment requires an amendment to both former City of 
Toronto By-law 438-86 and the new City of Toronto By-law 569-2013. The amendments are 
primarily for the proposed increase in density and height as well as a reduction in parking. Other 
development standards will be tailored on a site-specific basis (both standards and building 
envelopes) to implement this residential proposal. A draft amendment to both By-law 438-86 and 
By-law 569-2013 is included with this rezoning application. 
 

4.5 Hospital Helicopter Flight Paths 
 

Helicopter flight paths for Sick Children’s Hospital are contained in former City of Toronto 
Zoning By-law 438-86. The Site is not impacted by the Sick Children’s hospital helicopter flight 
path. 

 
Helicopter flight paths for St. Michael’s Hospital (west of the Site and the Metropolitan United 
Church) do influence the maximum building height on the Site and surrounding area. St. 



Figure 14 - Height & Zoning
Source: City of Toronto Zoning By-law 569-2013

Zoning
CR 4.0 (c0.5; r4.0) SS1 (x2449)

Height
30 metres

Subject Site (79-85 Shuter St)
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Michael’s Hospital helicopter flight paths are not, however, contained in the City’s Zoning By-
laws. 

 
For greater certainty and to ensure the protection of public health and safety (air ambulance 
services), the Province has recently enacted a Minister’s Zoning Order, Ontario Regulation 
(O.Reg) 114/16, along with specific flight path maps for Sick Children’s and St. Michael’s 
Hospital helicopter flight paths. 

 
The Minister’s Zoning Order prohibits a building, structure or natural growing object, for any 
purpose, where such an object would penetrate (and become an obstacle to) a hospital flight path 
(St. Michael’s and Sick Children’s) in the City of Toronto. The Zoning Order is in effect (as of 
May 3, 2016) and will be revoked on September 30, 2017. 

 
We have reviewed the Minister’s Zoning Order with the owner, Architects Alliance and 
navigational consultant (Charles Cormier) and confirm that the proposed height of the 
development is fully contained within the St. Michael’s Hospital flight path (ie. below the 
permitted height). The maximum permitted building height (including mechanical penthouse) is 
at an OLS (Obstacle Limitation Surface) of 189 metres ASL (Above Sea Level) on the westerly 
side of the tower, closest to St. Michael’s Hospital. On the eastern edge of the Site adjacent to the 
public lane, the OLS is 193 metres ASL. Using an average grade elevation for the Site of 88.24 
metres ASL, the maximum building height (including mechanical penthouse and structures) is 
101.76 (189 metres ASL – 88.24 metres ASL on the western edge of the Site). 

 

4.6 Site Plan Control 
 

The Site’s residential redevelopment is also subject to Site Plan Control. An application for Site 
Plan Approval is likely to be filed once at least a first round of circulation comments and public 
consultation on the Rezoning application has occurred. 

 

4.7 Urban Design Guidelines 
 

The City of Toronto also uses urban design guidelines to advance and guide redevelopment in 
relation to particular sites, places, uses or building types. As noted in Chapter 5 of the Toronto 
Official Plan (5.3.2), these guidelines, which help inform and implement Official Plan policies, 
do not have the same statutory (legal) status as Official Plan policies or Zoning under the 
Planning Act. 

 
The City has adopted “Tall Building Design Guidelines” (consolidated May 2013) to assist in 
the review and evaluation of tall building proposals across Toronto. A Vision for Downtown Tall 
Buildings and Supplemental Guidelines was also adopted, identifying streets in Downtown 
Toronto where tall buildings are considered approporiate (ie. “High Streets” and “Secondary 
High Streets”), and supplemental design guidelines applicable to tall buildings Downtown. 

 
As shown on Figure 15, both Shuter Street and Mutual Street are identified as “Secondary High 
Streets” where a “tower-base form or residential landscaped setback form” is appropriate. 
Secondary High Streets are generally intended to have tall buildings that are approximately 2/3rds 
the height envisioned on the closest parallel “High Street”. For Mutual Street, Jarvis Street is the 
closest parallel “High Street” with a tall building height in the range of 15 to 25 storeys (47 to 77 



Subject Site (79-85 Shuter St)

Figure 15 - High Street Typologies
Source: Downtown Tall Building Vision Guidelines, Map 3
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metres) excluding mechanical penthouse (see Figure 16). Shuter Street is between two parallel 
“High Streets”; Dundas Street East (20-35 storeys/62-107 metres) to the north and Queen Street 
East (15-25 storeys/47-77 metres) to the south. 

 
Moss Park, east of Jarvis Street, is identified as a “Signature Park” in the Downtown Tall 
Building Vision (one of six important Downtown Parks including Allan Gardens to the north in 
the Garden District and St. James Park to the south in the St. Lawrence neighbourhood). 
Signature Parks are subject to specific shadow tests including seeking no net new shadows from 
development in the Fall (Sept 21st) between 10am and 4pm.  

 
We will review our findings and opinions with respect to the Tall Building Design Guidelines and 
other relevant planning policy later in the evaluation section this report.  

 
Lastly, there is no other site or area specific Urban Design Guidelines applying or relevant to the 
Site’s proposed use and redevelopment. 

 

SECTION 5: PLANNING EVALUATION 
 
The previous sections of our report have reviewed the Site, its existing development context 
within the immediate block and surrounding area, the proposal’s features and relevant planning 
policy, zoning and urban design guidelines that need to be considered and evaluated. 
 
The proposal has been considered and assessed through technical reports required by City 
Planning staff during pre-consultation meetings and correspondence, and initial comments raised.  
 
The following sections of our report highlight the various planning considerations that have been 
addressed and evaluated in our support for this proposal. The findings and conclusions of our 
planning report are, in part, informed and supported by the findings and conclusions drawn from 
various technical plans and reports prepared by other professionals on the development team. 
 

5.1 Land Use and Density 
 
As previously highlighted, Chapter 2 of the Official Plan provides broad objectives and policies 
to guide growth and development across all of Toronto. Integrating land use and transportation 
and infrastructure planning is a key City foundation for growth. Policy 2.2.2 (Structuring Growth) 
states that growth will be directed to Centres, Avenues, Employment Districts and Downtown. 
This strategy, in our opinion, and as supported and directed by Provincial planning policy, is wise 
and suitable because it will help use existing designated and available land, infrastructure and 
services efficiently, concentrate jobs and people in places well-served by transit, create tax 
assessment growth and contribute to economic health, while promoting and creating more 
complete communities with a mixture of uses and opportunities to live in and work in close 
proximity. It also generally helps to make better use of our natural environment and protect 
neighbourhoods and green spaces from nearby development.  
 
Downtown is also considered the “heart” of Toronto (2.2.1). Downtown is expected to continue to 
evolve as a healthy and attractive place to live and work as new development that supports the re-
urbanization strategy and goals for Downtown takes place. New investment Downtown is sought 
to achieve a number of stated goals and objectives. The quality of Downtown living is expected to 



Figure 16 - Downtown Vision Height Map
Source: Downtown Tall Building Vision Guidelines, Map 2
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improve over time. The City’s ongoing TOcore planning initiative is focused on understanding 
and making Downtown a better place to live, work and play given the recent and ongoing pace of 
growth and intensification. 
 
A full range of housing opportunities are encouraged through residential intensification in 
Downtown Mixed Use Areas (this Site and area) and Regeneration Areas (like the nearby King-
Parliament area) and through sensitive infill within Downtown Neighbourhoods and Apartment 
Neighbourhoods (like between George and Sherbourne Streets).  This strategy recognizes that, in 
principle, change is expected when living Downtown, but growth through intensification must be 
carefully and sensitively considered. Not all of Downtown is expected to accommodate the same 
level and intensity of growth. In our opinion, the proposal conforms to the Downtown Toronto 
growth management strategy and relevant planning policies. 
 
The proposal also conforms to the relevant objectives and policies guiding land use and new 
development within Mixed Use Areas. The residential uses in the form of an apartment building 
are permitted (4.5.1). While there are no density or height limits in the Official Plan for Mixed 
Use Areas, the proposal also conforms to the relevant development criteria (4.5.2) by: 
 
 Creating new high-quality residential uses which, when close to commercial and other 

land uses and activities, helps reduce auto dependency and meet local community needs; 
 

 Creating new homes for Toronto’s growing population on under-utilized and designated 
Downtown lands; 
 

 Locating and massing the new building between areas of different intensity and scale but 
within an area that overall is identified as appropriate for denser and tall buildings, many 
of which in the area surrounding this Site and block are now built, approved or proposed 
of a comparable scale and height and on comparable size sites and contexts; 
 

 Creating no adverse shadow impacts on nearby Neighbourhoods (the closest being along 
and east of George Street) and public Parks; 
 

 Locating and massing the new building to frame Shuter and Mutual Streets with good 
proportion, while maintaining adequate sunlight and pedestrian wind conditions on 
adjacent streets, parks and open space; 
 

 Providing a high-quality, comfortable and safe pedestrian environment;  
 

 Providing access to and supporting Downtown schools, parks and community facilities; 
 

 Taking advantage and maximizing opportunities for public transit (and other active ways 
of getting around Downtown without a car); 
 

 Providing good site access and circulation and an adequate supply of parking;  
 

 Locating and screening the loading, service and garbage storage areas off the public lane 
to minimize impacts on adjacent public streets and residences; 
 

 Providing adequate indoor and outdoor recreation space for building residents including 
common shared amenities and private balconies or terraces; 
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Other technical studies completed by professionals retained by the Owner and submitted with the 
Rezoning application, support and demonstrate that the proposed 32-storey residential building 
with 251 condominium units can be accommodated by the surrounding and available 
transportation and servicing infrastructure. The Site is very accessible to the City’s subway 
system and many Downtown businesses, jobs, shopping, recreational and institutional services 
and facilities. The proposed parking supply and strategy is appropriate as supported by LEA 
Consulting. 
 
In our opinion, the proposed residential use and density of development supports, respects and 
can be accommodated by its Downtown existing and planned context, and its Mixed Use Area 
land use designation. It is compatible with the use, scale and height of built, approved and 
expected for this part of Downtown Toronto. 
 

5.2 Housing 
 
The proposed 251 residential condominium suites will help provide a range of ownership housing 
choices for various households and incomes as supported by the City’s general housing policies 
(3.2.1). Approximately 35% of the proposed condominiums are two bedrooms or larger, 
providing opportunities for households with children based on market demand. In our opinion, 
the increased mixture and diversity of housing choices including ownership, rental and 
cooperative in this part of Downtown Toronto is a good thing, recognizing this area has also 
played an important role with the City’s most vulnerable populations and households including 
low-income and transitional housing. Like the recent and ongoing redevelopment of Regent Park, 
while not without challenges, in our opinion, the increased housing choices, household types and 
incomes through recent residential condominium development in this area is making for a more 
diverse, inclusive and complete Downtown community. 
 
The existing buildings on Site presently have a total of three (3) residential rental dwelling units 
(one unit in 79 Shuter Street and two units in 85 Shuter Street). The middle residential building 
(81-83 Shuter Street) is a licensed rooming house. The existing rental and residential unit 
information has been identified on the City’s “Rental Housing Demolition and Conversion 
Declaration of Use and Screening Form” submitted by the Owner. 
 
In our opinion, the existing residential use and proposed demolition of three rental dwelling units 
and a licensed rooming house on Site conforms to the City’s Official Plan and does not require a 
Rental Housing Demolition and Conversion Permit under Section 111 of the City of Toronto Act. 
  

5.3 Built Form 
 
We have considered and evaluated the proposed 32-storey residential building against the 
relevant Official Plan public realm objectives and the general and tall building Official Plan 
policies (3.1.1-3.1.3). The new development, in our opinion, has appropriately considered both 
the individual site features and building program while also responding to the Site’s context 
within this Downtown area. 
 
This proposal has appropriately considered and addressed its larger civic design responsibilities 
and obligations as called for “tall buildings” in the Official Plan. It has been designed by 
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Architects Alliance, skilled architectural professionals and design team with exceptional and 
extensive experience with Downtown Toronto residential design and planning. The proposed tall 
building has been designed as three parts carefully integrated into a single development 
including: 
 
 A 3-storey base building along Shuter Street that provides appropriate definition and 

support for the adjacent public streets in terms of scale and use and the retained building 
at the corner of Mutual Street. The pedestrian lobby adaptively reusing the existing and 
original 3-storey building 79 Shuter Street, framed by residential townhomes with 
individual entries along Shuter and Mutual Streets supports the historic low-rise 
residential use and scale of properties in the vicinity. 
 

 The low-rise base building transitions to mid-rise 6 and 10 storey building elements with 
appropriate terracing and substantial setbacks respectful of the roof line of 79 Shuter 
Street. 
 

 The new residential tower elevates from the low and mid-rise base with a slender 
floorplate (526 m2) topped by an architecturally integrated mechanical penthouse with 
appropriate setbacks and separation from other existing, planned and potential tall 
building opportunities.  
 

In our opinion, this proposed tall building, if approved and built, will suit the existing and 
planned context of this Downtown area and will positively contribute to the city’s skyline and 
urban structure, with no significant or adverse planning impacts. 

 
The City uses urban design guidelines as an additional planning tool to evaluate new 
development in various areas of Toronto or for specific building types. There are no “area” 
specific urban design guidelines relevant to this Site and redevelopment proposal. However, the 
City’s Tall Building Design Guidelines (2013) and Downtown Tall Buildings – Vision and 
Supplementary Design Guidelines are applicable and we have evaluated this proposal against the 
intent, objectives and performance standards of these guidelines. 
 
The Downtown Tall Building Vision and Supplementary Design Guidelines (DTBDGs) are used 
together with the City-wide Tall Building Design Guidelines (2012/2013) to evaluate current and 
new tall building proposals in Downtown. 
 
The “Vision” establishes where new tall buildings should be located, how high they should be 
and what form they should take. The intent and aim of the supplemental design guidelines (called 
performance standards) is to enhance the pedestrian environment; minimize shadows on 
sidewalks, parks and open spaces; protect prominent views and heritage properties; improve 
access to natural light, sky views, privacy and amenity for people living and working Downtown; 
and promote environmental, economic and social sustainability. 
 
The Downtown Vision identifies streets where tall buildings would be appropriate (ie.“High 
Streets” and “Secondary High Streets”), and at what building height and form. As previously 
noted, Jarvis Street (north of Shuter Street to Gerrard Street and south of Queen Street to 
Adelaide Street), Dundas Street East (Jarvis Street to Yonge Street) and Queen Street East (Jarvis 
Street to Yonge Street are all “High Streets”, which largely frame the blocks that surround and 
provide context for this Site. Jarvis Street adjacent to this Site between Shuter and Queen Streets 
is not identified as a High Street. Potential tall building heights in the range of 15 to 35 storeys 
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are envisioned for these “High Streets”. What we have recently seen emerge through both City 
and OMB approvals, both before and after Council adopted the guidelines, are taller building 
heights, particularly around the major corner intersection of Jarvis and Dundas Streets in the 
range of 45-50 storeys and along the east edge of Yonge Street and the Financial District. In our 
opinion, this is relevant as the various height categories set out in the High Street vision is 
intended to generally reinforce the existing structure of the Downtown skyline and built form 
context. 
 
Shuter Street and Mutual Street are both identified as “Secondary High Streets”, as are all other 
north-south streets (like Dalhousie and Victoria Streets) between Queen and Dundas Streets west 
to Yonge Street in Downtown. Secondary High Streets generally run adjacent and parallel to 
High Streets, are mostly lined with apartment buildings and are considered appropriate locations 
for new tall buildings, just at a lower-scale than the High Streets. No specific heights are 
established, but the guidelines assume tall buildings on Secondary High Streets will be about one 
third lower than on High Streets. A “tower-podium form” is sought along Shuter and Mutual 
Streets characterized as “a slender point tower spaced apart and setback atop pedestrian-scaled 
base buildings that define the street edge”. 
 
The DTBDGs also state that there may be factors that take precedence or over-ride the ability of a 
site to successfully accommodate a new tall building including: on-site or adjacent heritage 
properties or HCDs; sunlight on parks and open spaces; and views of prominent heritage 
properties, structures and landscapes. It is also noted that some sites may be too small to 
accommodate a tall building that allows for appropriate setbacks and stepbacks without 
compromising the overall DTBDG Vision and diminishing development rights on adjacent sites. 
 
We have also reviewed and evaluated the 32-storey tall building proposal on this Site against the 
seven (7) supplemental performance standards for Downtown in Section 3 of the DTBDG. Our 
findings and opinion is that overall the proposed tall building performs quite well in relation to 
the supplementary guidelines including: 
 
 (3.1) Fit and Transition in Scale – this tall building site does not abut a lower-scale 

neighbourhood area (closest is along and east of George Street, well over the 20 metre 
tower separation sought by the guideline); 
 

 (3.2) Sunlight and Skyview – the proposed tall building does not cast new shadow on 
either (a) Moss Park – a Signature Park between 10am and 4pm on September 21st or (b) 
any other park or open space between 12noon and 2pm on September 21st (closest is 
Arena Gardens on the west side of Mutual Street); 

 
 (3.3) Prominent Sites and Views from the Public Realm – the proposed tall building is not 

influenced by or does it impact on any noted prominent sites or public realm views 
including Queens Park (Legislature Buildings), City Hall or Old City Hall; 

 
 (3.4) Heritage Properties and HCDs – The Site presently contains no buildings listed on 

the City’s Heritage Register or designated under the Ontario Heritage Act. The proposed 
tower and podium design of the building design conserves and integrates 79 Shuter Street 
in the proposed development and complements the scale, character, form and setting of 
on-site heritage resources as confirmed and supported by GBCA’s Heritage Impact 
Assessment. The site is not adjacent to another heritage resource or HCD identified in the 
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DTBDGs. There is a planning study occurring nearby for a potential HCD in the Garden 
District as noted in the GBCA report but this Site is not in or adjacent to it; 

 
 (3.5) Base Building Height and Scale - In our opinion, as informed and supported by 

GBCA, the proposed low-scale 3 storey residential “townhouse style” base building 
along Shuter Street, which incorporates the existing corner building at Shuter and Mutual 
Streets (79 Shuter) fits and supports its historic, existing and planned streetwall built form 
context and provides an enhanced and animated pedestrian realm. The substantial Shuter 
and Mutual stepbacks (5-7 metres) of the mid-rise portion of the podium base reduces the 
visual impact of the upper floors of the development and provides an appropriate 
foundation and transition to a slender point tower (526m2) above as sought after by the 
City-wide Tall Building Guidelines. The specific performance standards in 3.5 for 
Downtown related to “canyon buildings” or “landscaped setback forms” are not relevant 
to this site and tall building proposal; 

 
 (3.6) Street Animation – the Site along Shuter Street is not identified as a “Priority Retail 

Street” and the proposed residential townhouses and corner lobby will animate the streets 
at grade in an appropriate manner for this more residential apartment context at a corner 
of two Secondary High Streets; 

 
 (3.7) Tower Placement – this specific performance standard is not applicable to this Site 

as it relates to Yonge Street, seeking a minimum 10 metre tower setback for all Yonge 
Street sites and 20 metres where there is an on-site heritage resource.  

 
However, in our opinion, its worth noting that the image of a proposed 34-storey tall building 
proposal approved by the City in 2013 on the northeast corner of Yonge and Gloucester Streets 
(2-8 Gloucester) is shown as a successful tall building tower design integrated with heritage on a 
corner site. What should also be noted is the relatively slender tower design rising above the 
building base along both streets on this corner and that the tower is setback 5.5 metres from the 
north property line and approximately 0.65 metres from the public lane on the east. This outcome 
was a result of a balancing of planning and design interests and a careful consideration by the 
applicant, City staff and Council of the overall proposal including an evaluation that that 
proposed tall building will not diminish or compromise adjacent development rights and could be 
considered a successful example of a tall building in Downtown even though it did not meet all 
the performance standards including a 20m setback from Yonge Street (the site had a designated 
heritage building) nor did it meet the 12.5 metre sideyard setback from an adjacent property. We 
were the planners on this recent tall building proposal at 2-8 Gloucester, and provided its 
planning rationale and evaluation as supported by staff and Council. 
 
What is important to emphasize is (1) guidelines are planning tools not policies or regulatory 
standards that assist in evaluating tall building proposals and may not always be met when the 
intent and aim can be achieved (2) the City has approved many tall building proposals Downtown 
in a variety of settings including nearby this Site which do not meet all the performance standards 
after making an evaluation based on professional planning judgment. In addition to 2-8 
Gloucester which we worked on, other recent and nearby examples where tall buildings with 
comparable planning issues, heights and setbacks to this Site include: 155-163 Dundas Street East 
(42-storeys), 64-70 Shuter (24 storeys) and 159 Wellesley (35 storeys) all supported by the City. 
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Diagram 1 

 
Like these other examples, the proposed tall building on this Site fits its existing and planning 
context and, in our opinion, performs quite well in terms of achieving the overall vision and aim 
to create a successful tall building at the corner of two Secondary High Streets in Downtown. It 
meets all of the supplemental performance standards Downtown and the vast majority of the City-
wide Tall Building Design Guidelines based on our review of those. 
 
A key consideration in relation to the Tall Building Design Guidelines is whether the reduced 
tower setback from the south and east sides of the Site are appropriate. After careful 
consideration, in our opinion, they are. A 5.5 metre tower setback provides adequate light, 
privacy and overlook conditions for new residents facing south and pose no adverse or significant 
impacts on the existing 5-6 storey mixed-use building (party wall condition abutting this Site) or 
residential townhomes to the south along Mutual Street. This 12.5 metre tower setback is 
intended to ensure adequate separation is achieved between properties that have or can 
appropriately accommodate tall buildings. Simply put, the proposed 5.5 metre tower setback to 
the south creates no adverse impact or consequence for the five properties at 37-45 Mutual Street. 
They are individually owned and narrow. Furthermore, the existing uses and fragmented 
ownership does not, in our opinion, present a likely tall building assembly oppourtunity. Even if 
this mid block site was assembled together it would have less than 28 metres frontage and, in our 
opinion, could not reasonably accommodate a tall building. Further, the proposed tower has been 
designed to accommodate a future “top-up” of 45 Mutual Street to a mid-rise building height of 
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10 storeys. The proposed tower is also well separated from the 11-storey TCHC building to the 
south (approximately 33 metres) which has a party-wall condition on its north face. 
 
Similarly, to the east a public lane (to be widened), surface parking and the community church, 
facilities and transitional housing of the Salvation Army’s Harbour Light Centre. The proposed 
tower placement closer to the public lane, in our opinion, poses no adverse light, privacy and 
overlook issues for new residents of this proposed tower or on existing residents and uses in 
Harbour Light Centre. The Salvation Army’s investment in this relatively new facility 
construction on Jarvis Street is likely considerable. The west side of Jarvis Street adjacent to the 
Site is not identified as a High Street in the DTBDG Vision and notably is not shown as a 
location where tall buildings are permitted in the Garden District SASP in the Official Plan. 
 
We also note that many of the older apartment buildings approved and built along Dundas, Jarvis, 
Dalhousie and Shuter Streets in the vicinity were slab-like mid-rise (in the range of 10-12 storeys) 
and tall buildings (15-28 storeys). The long-standing comprehensive block redevelopment 
approval with mid-rise buildings (4-7 storeys) and three 28-storey tall buildings adjacent to this 
Site is contextually relevant. As noted previously, the current owner is now marketing its first 
residential building (slightly taller than originally approved) and quite comparable in height and 
scale to this 32-storey proposal. If the balance of the Site’s design reconsideration is approved as 
even close to recently presented, much taller residential towers up to double the height (56 
storeys) currently zoned (28 storeys) may emerge.  
 
Absent any demonstrable and significant adverse impacts such as shadow, wind, light and 
privacy, in our opinion, this slender proposed 32-storey residential tower will very much be fit 
this place. It will be comparable and compatible with other taller buildings approved and 
proposed along the 20 to 38 storey range along the Secondary High Streets and demonstrably 
lower than the cluster of taller buildings around Jarvis and Dundas Streets and closer to the 
Downtown core to the west and south that work together to shape the Downtown skyline and 
urban structure. At 32 storeys, this height is also in the range of one third less than the height of 
the buildings approved in the vicinity of Jarvis, Dundas and Shuter. 
 
In our opinion, the proposed tall building design proposal conforms to the City’s Official Plan, 
meets the Tall Building Guideline intent, its principles and appropriately responds to the vast 
majority of tall building design guidelines including its podium (base), tower and context (area 
relationships) with no adverse or unacceptable impacts. It performs particularly well against the 
supplement performance standards (guidelines) for Downtown. It is a high-quality tall building 
design by a highly-skilled and accomplished architectural team. 
 

5.4 Sun/Shade 
 
Architects Alliance has prepared required shadow studies for the proposed 32-storey residential 
building. The shadow studies include existing and approved (but may not be built) buildings that 
form the Site’s built form context. These shadow studies are included with the Rezoning 
submission. 
 
In our opinion, the shadows demonstrate that the additional shadows resulting from the proposed 
development are adequately limited on neighbouring public streets, properties and open spaces. 
Little additional and adverse shadow is cast on shadow sensitive areas identified in the Official 
Plan, notably low-rise Neighbourhoods and public Parks.  
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The closest low-rise residential Neighbourhoods designated in the Official Plan are 
predominantly located east of George Street and north of Shuter Street (approximately 150 metres 
away). The proposal does not cast new shadow on this Neighbourhood in the Summer (June 21st) 
or Spring/Fall (March 21/September 21), with the very limited exception of minor additional 
shadowing on the property and sidewalk on the northeast corner of Shuter and George Street late 
in the afternoon (4:18pm) in the Spring/Fall. 
 
The proposal casts some limited additional shadow on the south part of the Arena Gardens, an 
open space on the west side of Mutual Street north of Shuter Street in mid-to-late morning 
(10:18am and 11:18am) in the Spring and Fall. However, this temporary shadowing is gone prior 
to 12 noon. Further, we note that the reach of the new shadow on Arena Gardens at 11:18am is 
comparable to the shadow cast by the existing 15-storey residential building at 76 Shuter Street. 
 
There is no new shadow cast by the proposal on Moss Park during the Spring and Fall between 10 
am and 4pm as sought after by the Downtown Tall Building Design Guidelines (September 21st). 
There is some incremental shadowing along the park edge on Shuter Street later in the afternoon 
in the Spring and Fall (5:18pm). However, there are other existing and approved buildings casting 
additional shadows on parts of the Moss Park by then and this part of the park already has a 
considerable tree canopy. The vast majority of Moss Park remains shadow free and usable for a 
full range of park and recreation activities. Notably, in the Summer (June 21), the proposal casts 
no new shadow on Moss Park throughout the day until approximately 6pm. 
 
The relatively slender size of the tower (526m2) atop the low-rise building base results in new 
shadows passing relatively quickly across the city streets and adjacent properties most of which 
are designated Mixed Use in the surrounding area. In our opinion, these shadows pose no 
unacceptable or adverse impact as a result of this proposal recognizing its revitalizing Downtown 
community context. The proposal conforms to the relevant shadow policies of the Official Plan 
and relevant Downtown Tall Building Design Guidelines.  
 

5.5 Pedestrian Wind 
 
A Pedestrian Wind Assessment has been completed by Novus Environmental (July 25, 2016) 
and is included with the Rezoning submission. Their study is a quantitative study of the 
pedestrian wind conditions related to existing conditions and with the proposed 32-storey 
residential building based on computer modeling techniques.  
 
Novus’ conclusions and recommendations are quite positive: 
 
 The wind safety criterion is met at all locations surrounding the development in both 

existing and proposed configurations; 
 

 The wind conditions at all entrances on the proposed development are suitable for sitting 
or standing throughout the year, which is considered appropriate; 
 

 The wind conditions on the outdoor amenity terraces on the 3rd and 7th levels are 
comfortable for sitting during the summer and are considered ideal; 
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 The wind conditions on the public sidewalks surrounding the proposed development are 
generally comfortable for leisurely walking or better throughout the year. The existing 
fast walking wind conditions during the winter at the northeast corner of Shuter and 
Dalhousie Streets will continue to occur with the proposed building as well. 
 

Novus are recommending no mitigation measures related to the proposed building height or 
massing. 
 
In our opinion, as informed and supported by Novus’ study, the proposed residential building 
conforms to the City’s Official Plan built form policies related to minimizing and adequately 
limiting uncomfortable wind conditions on the site, neighbouring public streets, properties and 
parks. 
 

5.6 Trees and Landscaping 
 
The Site presently has four trees located behind the buildings along Shuter Street as confirmed by 
Jack Radecki, the consulting arborist, in his Arborist Report (August 26, 2015).  
 
According the Arborist Report, three of those trees are “Tree of Heaven” and, while in fair 
condition, are considered an invasive species. The remaining “White Elm” tree is in good 
condition.  All four trees conflict with the proposed site plan and an application will be made to 
remove the trees. No on-site tree replanting is feasible given the Site size and proposed 
development.  
 
There are no existing trees along the City street boulevards. A Landscape Plan has been prepared 
by Ferris + Associates Inc. The Landscape Plan includes black granite paving and accent details 
at the proposed townhome entries and pedestrian lobby in the ground floor building setback area 
next to the public boulevard. Curb edge design treatments per City standard along Shuter and 
Mutual Streets are proposed and landscape planter boxes as per plan. No new street trees are 
proposed given underground public utility and servicing conflicts. 
 

5.7 Heritage & Archaeological Resources 
 
None of the buildings and properties on Site are listed in the City’s Heritage Register or 
designated under the Ontario Heritage Act (OHA).  
 
However, during pre-consultation City Planning asked that a study be done with respect to the 
heritage potential of 79 Shuter Street on the corner of Mutual Street. Goldsmith Borgal & 
Company Ltd. Architects (GBCA) has prepared a Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) as 
requested by City Planning and in accordance with the City’s HIA Terms of Reference (October 
2014). The HIA documents and assesses all buildings on the Site and evaluates the impact of the 
proposed development on any existing heritage resources. The Site is in the vicinity of (but not 
adjacent to) other heritage resources including the proposed Garden District Heritage 
Conservation District (in the planning stages). 
 
Having completed the HIA, GBCA’s overall opinion is “that the integration of the new 
development will have minimal impact on existing resources on site through the demolition of two 
buildings (81-83 and 85 Shuter Street). These non designated nor listed buildings possess 
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minimal heritage attributes due to previous alterations and renovations. The development has, 
however, mitigated this impact through the careful integration of step backs which clearly 
express the existing residential scale seen at the ground level. Additionally, the proposed new 
development preserves the most architecturally and historically significant corner property for 
reuse.” 
 
Based on our review of the City’s Archaeological Master Plan mapping, the Site and immediate 
block, likely given its existing and previous use and development activity, is not identified as 
having archaeological potential  
 

‘5.8 Transportation 
 
LEA Consulting Ltd. (LEA) has completed a Transportation Impact Study and Parking Review 
(July 28, 2016) for the proposed development in accordance with City Official Plan policy and 
guidelines, and accepted industry practices. The study considers traffic operations, parking, 
loading, bicycle and pedestrian aspects of the project. 
 
Key findings and conclusion of the LEA study include: 
 
 
Public Transit 
 

• The proposed development is located within an area that is well serviced by multiple 
levels of transit modes such as subway, streetcars and buses. Specifically, the Yonge-
University subway line, streetcar routes 501 and 502, and Route 141 Downtown / Mt 
Pleasant Express are all in close proximity to the subject site 
 

• Based on the Walk Score and historical modal split data, is it observed that the majority 
of residents in the subject area utilize transit for daily trips and the neighborhood is 
supportive of a vehicle-free lifestyle. 
 

Bicycles 
 

• Based on the site plan, the proposed development exceeds the required bicycle parking 
requirements by providing 226 and 26 resident and visitor spaces, respectively. 

 
• Existing cycling infrastructure in the area is provided along Shuter Street with the use of 

marked lanes located on the curb sides of the road. 
 
Vehicle Parking 
 

• A total of approximately 48 parking spaces are proposed  
 

• In support of a non-private auto-ownership demographic, the proposed development will 
provide one on-site auto share space. 

 
Loading 
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• The proposed provision of one Type “G” loading space satisfies the by-law requirement. 
 

Traffic Generation  
 

• Under existing conditions, all signalized and unsignalized intersections in the study area 
currently operate with reserve capacity during both weekday AM and PM peak hours, 
with the exception of the Jarvis Street / Shuter Street westbound and eastbound through-
right movements which are currently approaching capacity in the AM and PM peak hour, 
respectively. Overall delays at signalized intersections are acceptable with LOS between 
‘B’ and ‘C’ during the AM and PM peak hours. Delays of approximately two minutes 
exist for north-south movements at the Mutual Street / Shuter Street unsignalized 
intersection. However, delays of 1-2 minutes are typical of downtown urban operations at 
minor streets and are regarded as acceptable. 
 

• Numerous future background developments are expected to contribute additional traffic 
through the study area. Consequently, at the signalized Jarvis Street / Shuter Street 
intersection, delay impacts to peak hour peak direction operations are anticipated. Traffic 
signal timings are suggested to be optimised for the PM peak hour to relieve eastbound 
congested operations. Reallocating five seconds of north-south green time to east-west 
operations is expected to noticeably improve overall operations. With regards to 
unsignalized intersection operations, noticeable delays to north-south operations at the 
Mutual Street / Shuter Street intersection are expected due to background development 
activity.  
 

• Overall, the proposed development will generate 38 (10 in, 28 out) new trips during the 
weekday AM peak hour and 33 (20 in, 13 out) new trips during the weekday PM peak 
hour. 

 
 

5.9 Storm Water Management 
 
A  Stormwater Management Report has been completed by exp Services Inc. (exp) (July 22, 
2016) and is included with the Rezoning submission. In the report it is concluded that based on 
exp’s review and assessment of the proposed development, it has been shown that the City of 
Toronto requirements and guidelines for stormwater management Quantity, Quality and Water 
Balance will be satisfactorily met. 
 

5.10 Functional Servicing 
 
A Functional Servicing Report has been completed by exp Services Inc. (exp) (July 25, 2016) 
and is included with the Rezoning submission. In the report it is concluded that: 
 
Grading and Drainage 
 
Grading of the proposed development can be accomplished satisfactorily. The proposed building 
structure will occupy the full site with the ground floor being set at one elevation off of the barrier 
free Shuter Street entrance. Elevation differential between the ground floor units street entry and 
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existing boulevard perimeter elevations will be accommodated by way of external risers and 
access to the Harbour Light municipal laneway will be accommodated by way of risers or ramps 
within the building structure. All existing perimeter elevations along the municipal laneway and 
adjacent properties will be maintained. A minimum Shuter Street and Mutual Street boulevard 
cross fall of 2% will be provided. All rainfall events will be captured by area drains and all 
captured rainfall will drain through internal building plumbing to the stormwater management 
cistern. Overland flow routes from the property will be to Shuter Street and to Mutual Street. 
 
Water Servicing  
 
The provision of domestic and fire protection water supply to the proposed development can be 
accomplished satisfactorily. It is proposed that the development be serviced off of the existing 
150mm diameter watermain located on the west side of the Mutual Street road allowance. The 
water service connection would enter into the underground parking level into the mechanical 
room proposed to be located along the Mutual Street frontage. The 150mm municipal watermain 
has adequate capacity to support the development. 
 
Sanitary Servicing 
 
Sanitary servicing for the proposed development can be accomplished satisfactorily. It is 
proposed that the development be serviced off of the existing 300mm sanitary sewer located 
within the Mutual Street road allowance. The sanitary service connection would be installed at 
the southwest corner of the building structure and would enter into the first level of underground 
parking. An analysis of the 300mm municipal sanitary sewer system into which sanitary flows 
from the development will be discharged into was completed and the municipal system was 
determined to have adequate capacity to support the development. 
 
Storm Servicing 
 
The provision of a storm service connection for the proposed development can be accomplished 
satisfactorily. It is proposed that the development be serviced off of the existing 375mm diameter 
storm sewer located within the Mutual Street road allowance. The storm service connection 
would Storm Water Management enter into the southwest corner of the building structure and 
connect into the proposed stormwater management cistern. An analysis of the 375mm diameter 
municipal storm sewer within the Mutual Street road allowance into which storm flows from the 
development will be discharged was completed and the municipal system was determined to have 
adequate capacity to support the development. 
 
Storm Water Management 
 
All storm flows from within the development will be captured by area drains and will be 
conveyed by plumbing storm drains to an internal stormwater management cistern located within 
the underground parking garage. The cistern will be constructed with an adequate capacity to 
detain stormwater and to discharge at the allowable rate into the 375mm storm sewer located 
within the Mutual Street road allowance. Quality Control will be provided with the inclusion of a 
Green Roof and landscaping and a Water Balance will be achieved through water Re-Use 
supplying a dog wash facility within the building and for landscape irrigation and maintenance 
and cleaning. 
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Utilities 
 
The development is located within a serviced area of the City of Toronto with Gas, Hydro and 
Bell infrastructure existing within the adjacent Shuter Street and Mutual Street municipal road 
allowances. During the building permit engineering design stage, consultation with each of the 
utilities will be necessary to ascertain if any upgrading of utility distribution systems in the area 
will necessary. 

5.11 Resident Amenities, Parks and Community Services 
 
The City’s Official Plan states that significant new multi-unit residential developments will 
provide indoor and outdoor amenity space for new residents on site. The in-force Zoning By-law 
438-86 generally requires 2 m2 per unit respectively for indoor and outdoor amenity space for 
residential developments. The new Zoning By-law 569-2013 similarly requires 4m2/unit of total 
amenity space with at least 2m2/unit being indoor. The indoor amenity space must have a kitchen 
and washroom and a minimum area adjacent to an outdoor amenity area. 
 
The proposed condominium development has been designed to include a total of approximately 
502 m2 of interior amenity space for residents. Located on the 3rd and 7th floors and with direct 
elevator access, this space will be used for resident’s passive (social) and active (recreation) 
needs and include a kitchen and washroom. While the detailed design of the indoor and outdoor 
amenity space has not been finalized, this space meets the general intent of the Zoning and 
Official Plan and, in our opinion, is sufficient to meet the intended functions and needs of 
residents in this proposed building.  
 
Outdoor amenity areas are provided on the terraces of the 3rd and 7th floors of the building (115 
square metres). This common area is accessed only from inside the building and is exclusively for 
residents. Many condominium suites also have private balconies or terraces. 
 
Reductions in outdoor and indoor amenity space requirements (individually or collectively) are 
not uncommon in downtown Toronto residential condominium developments. Such reductions 
have been recognized and accepted in nearby approvals including, for example, “Pace” 
condominium in the vicinity of the Site on the southwest corner of Jarvis and Dundas Streets. In 
approving amenity space reductions, the particular site’s physical limitation and design together 
with proximity and access to a range of community services, parks (Arena Garden, Moss Park, 
Allan Gardens, the Metropolitan United Church open forecourt and Dundas Square), institutions 
and amenities in Downtown is often recognized as part of the reason for supporting such a 
reduction. Similar conditions exist here which is further explained in the attached Community 
Service & Facility addendum. 
 
The proposal is expected to add a limited amount of new people to the local area (less than 1% of 
the existing population). We expect new residents from this development to have some demand 
for community services and facilities identified in the Study, but it should be relatively limited. 
New residents will use public and Catholic schools, libraries, parks, community centres, day cares 
and human services, depending on specific needs and interests. However, in our opinion, the 
projected residents and households created through the redevelopment of the site would have a 
limited impact on the current of community services and facilities in the Study Area. The 
proposal itself will include ample amenities well-suited to the size of the building and catering to 
the proposed unit mix and households. In addition, the project will also contribute to growth-
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related community services and facilities including parks, libraries and child care through 
development charges. 
 
The proposal will create a high-quality public realm for pedestrians along both Shuter and Mutual 
Streets. 
 
The Official Plan contains policies to ensure that Toronto’s system of parks and open spaces are 
maintained, enhanced and expanded. The Site is located in a parkland priority area in accordance 
with the City’s Alternative Parkland Dedication By-law 1420-2007 and the Official Plan. The 
proposal has 251 new residential units on a total Site area of 1,025 m2. At the alternative rate of 
0.4 hectares (4,000m2) per 300 units specified in By-law 1420-2007 and the Official Plan, we 
estimate the parkland dedication would be approximately 0.33 hectares (3,346m2). However, this 
dedication would be more than 3 times the Site’s size and therefore a cap of 10% of the Site area 
applies resulting in a parkland dedication of approximately 102 m2. Rather than convey this small 
amount of parkland, the City will likely require a cash-in-lieu payment, determined through the 
Rezoning approval, with a value determined and calculated as of the day before a Building Permit 
being issued. The cash-in-lieu payment is used by the City to provide for new and/or upgraded 
public parks and recreation facilities for existing and new residents. 
 
The City’s Development Charge By-law also applies and future payments to the City as required 
at Building Permit will go to funding new growth-related infrastructure and community services. 
 
Being that the proposal has a gross floor area over 10,000 m2 and is seeking an increase in 
density and height beyond that in the existing zoning, the proposal is also an eligible candidate 
for potential community benefits and improvements in exchange for that increase in height and 
density which could be secured under Section 37 of the Planning Act and in accordance with 
Official Plan policy. This will likely be assessed and determined later in the rezoning approval 
process. 
 
In our opinion, the proposal provides sufficient on-site amenity for its new residents and poses no 
adverse or unacceptable impact on the area’s parks and community services and facilities. Once 
approved, built and occupied the proposal will have generate required parkland levies, 
Development Charges, potential Section 37 contributions and future property taxes. 
 

5.12 Geotechnical & Environmental Phase 1&2 
 
A Preliminary Geotechnical and Environmental report from McClymont & Rak Engineers 
(July 12, 2016) has been prepared on behalf of the Owner. That report concludes that the 
analytical results from groundwater sampling at BH1 and BH2 indicate that the groundwater 
quality beneath the Site complies with the applicable Table 3 standards for all parameters 
analyzed. 
 
The investigation was conducted for the Client’s due diligence purposes. The results of this 
investigation are preliminary and further investigation is required to secure a RSC. All fieldwork, 
sampling, and laboratory analysis was conducted in accordance with Ontario Regulation (O.Reg.) 
153/04, as amended; however, this report does not constitute a Phase II Environmental Site 
Assessment (ESA) in accordance with O.Reg.153/04, as amended. Further environmental 
investigation, and/or remediation will be required to file a Record of Site Condition (RSC), if 
required. The minimum requirements for securing a RSC would include a Phase I ESA, a Phase II 
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ESA (and potentially further investigation depending on the results of the Phase I ESA), and a 
remediation program dependent on additional findings. 
 

5.13 Noise & Vibration 
 
An Environmental Noise Assessment has been completed by Novus Environmental (July 25, 
2016) and copies are included with the Rezoning application. 
 
Novus’ overall assessment with respect to potential noise impacts concludes that: 
 
 Environmental noise impacts on the proposed residential development can be adequately 

controlled without upgrades to the building construction, additional mitigation measures, 
and with the ventilation and standard warning clause requirements outlined in the report; 
 

 Environmental noise impacts from the proposed residential development on surrounding 
area and on the proposed development, are expected to meet applicable guideline limits 
and can be adequately controlled by following the detailed design guidance outlined in 
the report; and, 
 

 Detailed acoustical analysis should be confirmed by an acoustical consultant as part of 
the final building design. 

 
Novus confirmed that there are no vibration sources and a vibration impact assessment is not 
required. 
 

5.14 Toronto Green Standards 
 
The Owner has completed the required Toronto Green Standard Checklist and Statistics (Tier 1) 
working together with Architects Alliance, Ferris & Associates and the design team as well as 
Green Roof By-law requirements. 
 
The TGS has been provided with the Rezoning application and will be completed in greater detail 
when the SPA application is submitted. 
 

5.15 Air Emissions 
 
An Air Emissions Evaluation has been completed ORTECH Consulting (ORTECH) to assess 
the air emission impacts on the proposal from two elevated stacks, or chimneys, of the 
neighbouring buildings. 
 
The two exhaust stacks are for comfort heating systems and not industrial manufacturing 
processes. ORTECH concluded that the separation distance from the heating system stacks to the 
proposed residential building is more than adequate to prevent adverse air quality impact on the 
proposed building. 
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5.16 Aeronautical – Hospital Helicopter Routes 
 
An Aeronautical Report has been completed by Charles Cormier to analyze the proposed 
development as it relates to the Heliport Flight Paths that serve the certified helipads atop the St. 
Michael’s Hospital (SMH) and the Hospital for Sick Children (HSC).  
 
The report concludes that proposed development will be below the obstacle limitation surface of 
189 metres above sea level on the westerly side of the tower for SMH. Further, the Site is also far 
enough removed from HSC’s flight path to have an effect on it.  
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SECTION 6: CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
 
In our opinion, the proposed 32-storey residential condominium development has been carefully 
and comprehensively considered and designed. It has a sound planning rationale that is supported 
and informed by other technical reports by professionals with considerable experience and 
expertise in Downtown Toronto planning and design through redevelopment in mature, complex 
communities. 
 
The proposal: 
 
 Provides a residential condominium use permitted by the Official Plan in Mixed Use 

Areas; 
 

 Provides an appropriate redevelopment which supports the general and tall building built 
form and public realm policies of the Official Plan; 
 

 Revitalizes an under-utilized and consolidated Site with older low-rise buildings, 
currently used for a variety of residential and limited commercial purposes; 
 

 Successfully conserves and integrates the existing heritage character of 79 Shuter Street 
(currently not listed/designated) into the proposed tall building through the use of 
setbacks, high quality design and other design measures; 
 

 Enhances the pedestrian environment along Shuter and Mutual Streets, limiting more 
functional vehicular access and servicing activities to the existing (and to be widened) 
public lane; 
 

 Provides sufficient and pleasant residential amenities in the building for various 
activities, in addition to private balconies and terraces; 
 

 Expands the range of ownership housing choices, fostering housing diversity and 
strengthening this Downtown community’s stability and livability as well as businesses 
and institutions nearby; 
 

 Recognizing the revitalizing Downtown setting, has no adverse or unreasonable impacts 
to adjacent streets, properties, public open space and parks; 
 

 Can be accommodated by the surrounding road network, recognizing its excellent and 
convenient access to public transit and other forms of active movement like biking and 
walking; and, 
 

  Can be accommodated by existing municipal infrastructure and services. 
 

In our opinion, the proposed amendments to the former (in-force) City of Toronto Zoning By-law 
438-86 and new City of Toronto By-law 569-2013 (under appeal) that are needed to facilitate this 
proposal, conform to the objectives and policies of the Toronto Official Plan. The proposal and 
implementing Zoning amendments are consistent with the Provincial Policy Statement and 
conform to the Provincial Growth Plan. The Owner and professional planning and design team 
have appropriately addressed and balanced both the opportunities and challenges facing the Site’s 
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proposed redevelopment. The proposal represents good planning and is in the public interest to 
approve. 
 
We also understand that the Owner and professional team look forward to continued discussions 
with City staff, Councillor Kristyn Wong-Tam, neighbours and community stakeholders as the 
proposal progresses through City circulation and approval. 
 
Yours truly, 
HUNTER & Associates Ltd. 
 
 
 
J. Craig Hunter, MCIP, RPP 
President 
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Appendix A: Development Context Map
Source: Toronto Property Data Map

Address: 108-116 George St, 234 Adelaide St E
Status: BL 215-2006
Height: 24 & 15 storeys (83.5m & 54.5m)

Address: 105 George St
Status: Approved CofA
Height: 22 storeys

Address: 215-229 Church St and 117 
Dundas St E
Status: Proposed ZBA/Appealed to OMB
Height: 46 storeys

Address: 76 Shuter St
Status: Built
Height: 15 storeys

Address: 75, 77 and 83 Mutual St
Status: Proposed ZBA
Height: 38 storeys

Address: 163 Dundas St E (Pace)
Status: BL 161-2012
Height: 42 storeys (146.2m incl mech.)

Address: 197, 197R, 199 and 201 Yonge St, 
15 Shuter St., 178 to 180 Victoria St
Status: By-law 1523-2013
Height: 60 storeys (203.5m not incl. mech.) 

Address: 30-50 Mutual St, 88 Queen St E
Status: Proposed SPA - BL 180-2005
Height: 28, 28 and 29 storeys

#
The Site (79-85 Shuter St)
Proposed Application

# Approved / Existing

Address: 59-71 Mutual St
Status: Proposed ZBA
Height: 32 storeys (99.8m incl. mech)

Moss Park

Armory

Metropolitan 
United Church

Address: 102 Shuter St
Status: BL 68-2014 (OMB)
Height: 14 storeys (47.5m incl. mech.)

Address: 225 Jarvis
Status: Proposed ZBA
Height: 45 storeys (154m incl. mech.)

Address: 56 Queen St E
Status: By-law 1015-2003
Height: 36 storeys (114m incl. mech) 

Address: 60 Shuter St
Status: Proposed ZBA
Height: 42 storeys

Address: 89 Church
Status: Proposed ZBA
Height: 49 storeys (162.45m incl. mech)

Address: 167 Church St
Status: By-law 0452-2003
Height: 28 storeys (78.2m) 

Address: 203 Jarvis St (Manga Hotels)
Status: BL 1118-2010
Height: 20 storeys (67.8m incl. mech.)

Address: 175-191 Dundas St E & 235 Jarvis
Status: BL 1341-2013
Height: 47 storeys (145.5m incl. mech.)

Address: 20-26 Lombard St and 25 Richmond St E
Status: Proposed (Approved by OMB)
Height: 45 storeys (154m incl. mech.)

Address: 33-45 Lombard, 98-110 Church 
St, 106 King St E (The Spire)
Status: BL 984-2003
Height: 45 storeys (150m)

Address: 127-129 Queen St E
Status: Approved CofA
Height: 12 storeys

Address: 200 Dundas St E  
Status: BL 1341-2013, CofA Decision
Height: 50 storeys 

Address: 70 Shuter St
Status: BL 86-2014 (OMB)
Height: 24 storeys (84m)

Address: 186 Jarvis St (Ryerson University)
Status: BL 1028-2014
Height: 30 storeys (99m incl. mech)
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